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Abstract
Theoretical advances suggest that international governance in general and the Paris
Agreement in particular provide a strong signal guiding sociotechnical systems toward
decarbonization. We assess this signal and its effects empirically, by examining the strug-
gle of competing narratives as present in the communications of leading US fossil fuel
industry associations and companies. The results are then discussed in the context of the
national and international climate and energy policy debates in a study period from late
2014 until the announcement of withdrawal from the Paris Agreement in June 2017. We
find that the Paris Agreement has institutionalized a narrative paradigm that is surpris-
ingly resilient. While the election of Donald Trump and his climate and energy policy led
to a narrative shift in the coal industry, the oil and gas industry remained conspicuously
silent in its immediate response and maintained its narrative strategies despite its align-
ment with the Paris Agreement.
Climate change will transform our global economies and societies, either
through catastrophic impacts of unabated climate change or through a funda-
mental transformation of sociotechnical systems that support our modern soci-
eties. At the core of this latter transformation must be a complete turnaround in
how we produce and consume energy (see Kuramochi et al. 2018).
It has been argued in the literature that international institutions provide
guidance and signals derived from the principles and objectives on which they
are based (Hermwille et al. 2017; Oberthür et al. 2017; Young 2017). The Paris
Agreement, with its long-term objectives, has sent a strong signal for the required
transformation (Bernstein and Hoffmann 2018; Hermwille 2016a; Kinley 2017;
Morseletto et al. 2016). However, empirical analyses of the effect of this guidance
and signal function remains wanting.
This article traces the signal provided by the Paris Agreement to the people
with whom it ultimately needs to resonate: decision makers in the very industries
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that require transformation toward sustainability. Our case is the US fossil fuel
industry. We chose this case because of Donald Trump’s attempts to “make fossil
fuels great again” by reversing Obama-era climate and energy policy, including by
announcing the US withdrawal from the Paris Agreement. This stark policy rever-
sal allows us to assess the Paris signal’s resilience against domestic (climate)
policy change.
Recent scholarship in global environmental politics has paid increasing
attention to the role of nonstate actors—civil society and businesses—in the
evolving climate change governance complex (see, e.g., Betsill et al. 2015; Green
2013; Hale 2016; Skjærseth et al. 2013; van der Ven et al. 2017). Not only have
private actors become more active in shaping international governance; they are
also responding to it, particularly through its authority and clout as provided in
the Paris Agreement (Dorsch and Flachsland 2017; Hickmann 2016). This arti-
cle adds another facet to the discussion by focusing on the discursive effects of
the agreement, thereby linking to another stream of literature that is interested
in the power of frames, discourses, and narratives in the context of the fossil fuel
industry (Downie 2017; Goldthau and Sovacool 2016).
In our case, two competing narratives are at play. While the Paris Agree-
ment was greeted as a beacon of hope to curb anthropogenic climate change for
the fossil fuel industry, it implies a story of decline. The victim of this first story
is climate and those impacted by climate change. Fossil fuels and, above all, coal
are the villains of the story, with respective industries as vicarious agents. As
Brian Rickets, secretary-general of the European Association for Coal and
Lignite, put it just days after the adoption of the Paris Agreement, “[the coal
industry] will be hated and vilified, in the same way that slave traders were once
hated and vilified” (quoted in Euractiv 2015). Low-carbon innovation and in
particular renewable energies are the heroes of the story.
That narrative is at odds with the historic narrative of the coal, oil, and gas
industry, a narrative that Donald Trump has prominently relied on during his
presidential campaign and his first year in office. Perhaps the most iconic image
was created when Trump held up a “Trump digs coal” sign, put on a miner’s hat,
and started to mime a historic miner shoveling coal (Marra 2016). In doing so,
he associated himself with the miners as heroes of his version of the coal nar-
rative. These brave men risk their lives in the mines and at the wells fighting
against nature to produce the coal, oil, and gas that fuel the American Dream.
This narrative struggle is at the heart of our article. We study whether and
how the competing narratives are reflected in the official communications of the
US fossil fuel industry and how the use of narrative elements has evolved over the
study period from late 2014 to President Trump’s announcement in June 2017 to
withdraw the United States from the Paris Agreement. We will do so by reviewing
and analyzing the official communication of three trade associations—the
American Coal Council (ACC), the American Coalition for Clean Coal Electric-
ity (ACCCE), and the American Petroleum Institute (API)—as well as the two
largest fossil fuel–producing companies: ExxonMobil (oil and gas) and Peabody
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Energy (coal). For the analysis, we apply a narrative policy analysis framework
(Jones et al. 2014).
Our research design is inspired by two largely unrelated yet complemen-
tary streams of literature: transition research (Geels 2014; Geels and Schot 2010;
Hermwille 2016b; Leipprand et al. 2017) and constructivist international rela-
tions approaches (Arts 2000; Hermwille et al. 2017; Miskimmon et al. 2013;
Wendt 1987). In line with Hermwille (2019), we assume that the Paris Agree-
ment functions as a boundary object (cf. Star and Griesemer 1989) that trans-
lates the geophysical implications of global climate change so they become
salient in day-to-day decision-making within related sociotechnical systems,
in our case, the US fossil fuel industry (also see Rogge and Dütschke 2018).
The Paris Agreement can be considered a change in the sociopolitical environ-
ment of the fossil fuel industry, thus contributing to a destabilization of the
sociotechnical regime (Turnheim and Geels 2013, 20). Narratives and other dis-
cursive means have been frequently used to study changes and corresponding
adjustments in sociotechnical systems (Bosman et al. 2014; Franceschini and
Pansera 2015; Hermwille 2016b; Leipprand et al. 2017; Roberts 2017).
Building on these foundations, we explore two important questions:
whether the guidance and signal of the Paris Agreement have an effect on an
industry at the core of the climate change problem, and whether we can observe
a shift in the use of narratives corresponding to a shift in underlying norms
(Bernstein and Hoffmann 2018; Upham et al. 2014). It also allows us to assess
how resilient or “entrenched” (Bernstein and Hoffmann 2018) this effect is in
relation to counteracting factors, namely, a sea change in domestic policy.
Material and Method
In this article we delve into the use of narratives and narrative elements in the
official communications of the US fossil fuel industry. For this purpose, we
applied a narrative policy analysis framework (Jones et al. 2014) because it en-
ables a straightforward and highly transparent analysis of the role of narratives
in the policy process. Also, it aligns well with the ontological and epistemolog-
ical assumptions of the theoretical foundations of our study cited above: (1) it
assumes social construction of reality (i.e., meanings are variable), (2) it as-
sumes bounded rationality (i.e., social construction is constrained by belief
systems, ideologies, and norms), and (3) it applies a homo narrans model of
the individual (postulating that narratives play a key role in how individuals
process information and construct reality; cf. Jones et al. 2014, 9–10).
The subject of our research is the official communications of US fossil fuel
trade associations and major companies. We studied three trade associations:
the ACC, which represents 140 member organizations, including coal suppliers
and consumers, coal traders, transportation companies, and service firms; the
ACCCE, which comprises thirty-one organizations in the field of coal-based
electricity generation, including generators, coal producers, railroads, barge
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operators, and equipment manufacturers; and the API, “the only national trade
association representing all facets of the oil and natural gas industry.” The API
represents more than 625 members, including large integrated companies; ex-
ploration and production, refining, marketing, pipeline, and marine businesses;
and service and supply firms (American Petroleum Institute 2018). Choosing
these trade associations, we achieved near universal representation of the fossil
fuel industry.
In terms of major companies, ExxonMobil and Peabody Energy lead their
respective industries in terms of the amount of carbon stored in reported
reserves (Fossil Free Indexes 2017). ExxonMobil is the largest publicly traded
international oil and gas company. In total, it employs more than 71,000 peo-
ple (ExxonMobil 2018). Peabody Energy is one of the largest private-sector coal
companies. It employs 7,200 people and has reported revenues of US$ 191.5 mil-
lion in 2017. The company serves costumers of power and steel not only in its
home market, the United States, but in twenty-five countries across the globe
(Peabody 2018). Beyond these two companies, the selection of organizations
was limited for practical reasons. No other major fossil fuel companies (respec-
tively within the top ten of the largest oil and gas and coal companies per amount
carbon stored in their reserves) published pertinent data in the study period.
Either they did not publish political communication in relation to climate pol-
icy or precise publication dates were unavailable.
The time frame of our research begins with the first United States–China Joint
Announcement on Climate Change in November 2014 (White House 2014) and
ends with the announcement by President Trump in June 2017 that the United
States would withdraw from the Paris Agreement (The White House 2017).
We collected data from the websites of the trade associations and selected
companies. The study corpus comprises press statements, blog posts, and offi-
cial reports within the specified time frame. From this large corpus, we studied
those statements, posts, and reports that contained a reference to the climate
change debate or to the Obama or Trump administration. For this we conducted
a simple search for relevant terms on the associations’ and companies’ websites,
such as “climate change,” “global warming,” “Paris Agreement,” “emission re-
ductions,” and “Trump.” Eventually, this resulted in a data set of 150 relevant
press statements, blog posts, and official reports. A list of the considered docu-
ments is included in the online appendix (https://www.mitpressjournals.org/
doi/suppl/10.1162/glep_a_00526).
We first analyzed the data using qualitative data analysis software (Atlas.ti 8).1
The tools within the software were helpful for managing the large data set, the
diverse range of codes, and the illustrative quotations and, more importantly,
proved useful for automatic as well as manual coding. For instance, we applied
automatic coding to quickly identify particularly relevant passages of the text
1. For more information, see www.atlasti.com, last accessed September 6, 2019.
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containing a reference to national and international climate policy, the climate
change issue in general, or political personalities.
Then we analyzed the data manually by building on the categorization of
elements according to the narrative policy analysis framework, including set-
tings, characters, and plots, which in combination form a policy narrative that
addresses a specific policy problem (Jones et al. 2014).
The setting describes the policy problem and situates it in a specific context.
For our study, the setting was mostly predetermined by our research question.
Some statements—mostly from API and ExxonMobil—did not speak to climate
change and climate policy in general but to more specific policies, such as the
political battles on the Keystone XL and Dakota Access pipelines or the mora-
torium on new offshore oil and gas leases. Much more relevant for our study are
Table 1
Overview of Plot Types Considered
Plot Stylized Description
Story of decline At the beginning things were good,
but now they are worse. This exemplifies
a crisis situation (disaster will follow if
nothing is done).
Story of rising and progress Things were terrible, but now everything
is getting better.
Story of stymied progress Things are not getting better because
something/someone is holding us/them back.
Story of illusory progress Things seem to be getting better. But this is just
a superficial impression; things are not actually
improving or are even getting worse.
Story of liberation Things were terrible, but then something happened,
and now everything is (quickly) getting better.
Story of helplessness Life conditions cannot be controlled. We are
stooges of our destinies.
Story of control The problem is under control; everything will
be good.
Conspiracy story Control is in the hands of a few, who use it for
their own benefit. Harm is deliberately or
knowingly caused.
Blame the victim Those who suffer from the problem are actually in
control. Victims have to reform their own behavior.
Modified from Stone (2012).
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the various characters who can solve the problem (hero), caused the problem
(villain), and are harmed by the problem (victim).
Of particular interest was the use of different plots. A plot connects the
characters and the policy problem in myriad ways. For this we built on the story
types described by Stone (2012, 159–168). Table 1 summarizes the various plot
types considered in the coding process. For each textual document of the three
trade associations and two companies, we coded sentences and parts of texts
that contained any of the above mentioned narrative elements. Note that not
all narrative elements needed to be present to critically assess the narrative
content.
After coding, we looked for common themes, frequently used plots, and
characters, to identify common patterns of narrative use. These patterns were
then further refined and substantiated by systematically comparing and reflect-
ing the entire data set. Furthermore, we systematically cross-checked each other’s
analysis to ensure the accuracy and plausibility of the assessment.
We also considered other variables that may influence the use of narratives
beyond international and domestic governance. For example, one may expect
that trade associations are subject to different incentives than firms and, being
more explicitly political organizations, may take on more vociferous narratives.
Moreover, the two industries are facing differing degrees of ecological and eco-
nomic exposure. Economically, the coal industry has been in a steady decline,
whereas the oil and gas sector has flourished in recent years. Environmentally,
gas features significantly lower carbon emissions per energy unit than coal (also




The coal industry associations, the ACC and the ACCCE, use narrative elements
frequently in their communications. Over the study period, we observed distinct
changes over time with respect to narrative content, particularly the use of plots.
The election of Donald Trump as the forty-fifth president of the United States
marked a point of inflection. Before the election of President Trump, the com-
munications of the coal industry associations frequently involved a story of de-
cline [e.g., documents 1, 5, 7, 11]2 or of stymied progress [2, 4, 5, 6, 10, 80]. In
one instance, we even observed elements of a conspiracy story [8].
The use of plots in the communications of Peabody Energy is less consis-
tent. For instance, Peabody used a story of decline, which concerns energy pov-
erty being “the most serious crisis that our world faces” [136]. The documents
also included two instances of a story of stymied progress [134, 139] inter alia in
2. Hereinafter, document numbers are given in square brackets.
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relation to the “ludicrous” Clean Power Plan of the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), which is raising electricity prices and putting pressure on American
families [134]. Finally, there was one press release with a more positive connota-
tion and a story of liberation applauding the United States–China agreement that
supports clean coal technology and recognizes the central role of coal [143].
The trade associations and Peabody Energy also differed slightly in the roles
applied in their respective communication. Early in the study period, the trade
associations consistently portrayed the coal industry as the victim. On many
occasions, we observed an expansion of the victim role to include a larger group,
though not consistently across the statements. It sometimes included “all
Americans” [8, 15, 16], American families [4, 82], businesses/the economy [4,
16, 86], taxpayers [10], rate payers [85], or the poorest of the world [6].
Somewhat peculiar, on the other hand, is the fact that Peabody did not
victimize itself in its communication, not even in the face of its acute bank-
ruptcy3 in April 2016 and thereafter. Rather, it considered itself and its chairman
and chief executive officer Greg Boyce to be the heroes of the story, highlighting
their “leadership” and “excellence” in advancing low-carbon technologies and
energy access and their ability to solve the US electricity crisis [132, 134, 136,
139, 146, 149].
Peabody and the coal industry associations, however, coincided in their
choice of villains, using the Obama administration [8, 10, 11, 82, 84, 134]: ei-
ther President Obama [4, 80] in person, the EPA [7, 9, 85, 139] as his vicarious
agent, or the personified Clean Power Plan [5, 80]. On a few occasions, the vil-
lain was a more abstract “Washington bureaucracy” [12] or “job killing regula-
tions” [15]. While the trade associations used strong and vivid language to
describe villains, Peabody used more toned-down language. Perhaps the most
illustrative example for the vivid formulations of the trade associations was put
forward by the ACC in response to President Obama’s decision to issue a mor-
atorium on new coal leases, describing it as “one more slice in the administra-
tion’s ‘death by a thousand cuts’ policies enacted against coal” [8]. Here and
consistently across the communication, the causal relationship implied is inten-
tional, implying or stating that the Obama administration was actively trying to
harm the US coal industry by waging a “war against coal” [84].
In the communication of the trade associations, an active hero was mostly
absent. On some occasions, though, the coal industry portrayed itself as a hero, al-
beit as a hero in chains. This was especially pertinent whenever an international/
global setting was used [3, 4, 6]. A peculiar finding is that the coal industry even
portrayed itself as a hero to combat climate change. In the ACC’s own words, “There
will be no low carbon world without low carbon coal” [6]. The industry frequently
highlighted its past achievements of reducing emissions [3, 6, 16] and the impor-
tance of “high efficiency, low emissions (HELE) technologies” as a climate change
3. The US business of Peabody Energy filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy on April 13, 2013, citing
an “unprecedented industry downturn” (Mooney and Mufson 2016). Peabody recovered eco-
nomically and left behind bankruptcy protection only one year later (Reuters 2017).
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solution [6, 7, 132, 133, 144, 145, 146, 149]. In this context, Peabody sang its own
praise as a leader of “sustainable mining, energy access and clean coal solutions—
what Peabody calls ‘Coal Done Right’” [149, also see 132, 145, 149].
With the election of Donald Trump, we observed a significant narrative
shift. This shift was characterized by a new dominant plot that was applied
widely across the communications of US coal trade associations: a story of lib-
eration [15, 16, 82, 85]. Donald Trump and his ally EPA director Scott Pruitt
were portrayed as the saviors of the coal industry [14, 15, 16, 80, 84, 85].
The heroic appraisal of Scott Pruitt is particularly striking. In the trade associa-
tions’ view, Pruitt would tame the rogue EPA [e.g., 14].
While Peabody also welcomed the election of Trump and his subsequent
reversal of US climate and energy policy [133, 144, 145], it did so in a much
more toned-down way. Peabody did not embrace the same story of liberation,
nor did it glorify President Trump and/or Scott Pruitt as a hero. Instead, it pro-
moted a story of control. While most press releases did not explicitly claim to
have the problem fully under control, they argued that if coal were “done right,”
according to their recommendations, the problem would be “under control”
[132, 133, 144, 145, 146, 149].
The narrative shift came with another feature: the absence of victims. After
the election of President Trump, the statements of the trade associations and
Peabody no longer featured any acute victims. If at all, the victim role was only
assigned in retrospect in reference to the pre-Trump period. According to the
coal industry, everybody wins with the rollback of the Clean Power Plan and
the withdrawal of the Paris Agreement, even the environment. In responding
to President Trump’s announcement of the US’s plan to withdraw from the Paris
Agreement, the ACC highlighted that “America is an environmental leader and
the administration’s decision does not diminish that. … Emissions reductions
globally will be furthered by the continued development and deployment of
these clean energy technologies” [16].
So how is the coal industry portrayed in the communications of the three
organizations investigated? Especially in the earlier phase, the trade associations
portrayed the coal industry as a variety of antihero. On one hand, the coal in-
dustry was the victim of government overreach. The “illegal Clean Power Plan”
had “hamstrung the industry for the last eight years“ [80]. At the same time, the
industry was portrayed as a frustrated hero that needed to be unleashed to re-
build the American economy and, ultimately, save the world. The policy change
of the Trump administration would now enable the coal industry to assume its
designated role as a genuine and positive hero.
Peabody, on the other hand, did not buy in to this narrative. It did not
portray itself as the victim of climate and energy policy. This is a peculiar find-
ing, given that Peabody, when filing for bankruptcy, was a victim in objective
terms. We can only speculate, but the dire economic situation of the company
may also be one explanation for this narrative strategy. Portraying oneself as a
victim suggests that one’s own agency is limited and that one cannot take fate
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into one’s own hands. Promoting a narrative in which Peabody is portrayed as a
victim could help to explain the economic turmoil, but it could also undermine
creditors’ and investors’ confidence in Peabody and its ability to recover.
Oil and Gas Industry: Everything Under Control
The communications from the oil and gas industry represented by the API and
ExxonMobil evidently embraced narrative elements. The use of plots was rela-
tively consistent over time. The central argument was that natural gas produc-
tion is key to tackling the global climate change challenge.
We detected a range of different plots in the communication of both the
API and ExxonMobil, including stories of decline [55, 56, 57, 58, 67, 77], illu-
sory progress [51, 52, 70], stories of rising and progress [50, 70], stories of con-
trol [e.g., 54, 59, 60, 63, 76, 88, 89, 92, 96, 98, 100, 101, 115–119, 124–127,
131], and even conspiracy stories [68, 97, 99–103, 105–107, 111, 120, 121,
129]. Upon closer inspection, though, we discovered a still more consistent pattern.
The API utilized more negative plots—stories of decline or illusory progress—
whenever it referred to specific policy actions or regulations, such as the matter
of approval/rejection of the Keystone XL pipeline [e.g., 52, 68], the freezing of
new leases for oil and gas production in the Arctic [46, 61, 67], or the EPA’s
Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) [58, 77]. Also, the one instance of a conspiracy
story in API’s communication was related to a concrete policy action—President
Obama’s rejection of the Keystone XL pipeline—referring to it as “a clear exam-
ple of politics coming before the interests of US workers and consumers,” as
“politics at its worst,” and as “an assault against American workers” [68].
Meanwhile, whenever API referred more generally to climate change or
provided a general outlook, it applied more positive plots, particularly stories
of progress [50, 70] and stories of control [e.g., 54, 59, 60, 63, 76]. Exxon was
even more consistent in its choice of narrative and almost exclusively applied a
story of control [88, 89, 92, 96, 98, 100, 101, 115–119, 124–127, 131].
There are also several instances in which ExxonMobil applied a conspiracy
story narrative [97, 99–103, 105–107, 111, 120, 121, 129]. However, all of
these instances relate to the so-called #ExxonKnew campaign, in which a group
of environmental activists and journalists accused ExxonMobil of having dis-
regarded its own climate research and instead of having engaged in political
lobbyism to counter effective climate policies, because they would negatively
affect its business. In this narrative, ExxonMobil clearly portrayed itself as a
victim of conspiracy.
The use of characters was largely consistent among API and Exxon. In con-
trast to the coal industry, the oil and gas industry was not portrayed as a victim
(with the exception of the #ExxonKnew campaign); rather, the American people
were. More specifically, “consumers” and “motorists” [58, 63, 77] and “American
workers” [56, 63, 68] were the affected ones. In a few instances, the victim-
character was more abstract, for example, “American competitiveness” [55, 56]
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or “US energy security” [68]. A feature of the story of control plot is that it gen-
erally gives little prominence to victims. That is why both victims are mostly ab-
sent in ExxonMobil’s communication. Occasionally, the role of victim is filled by
people in developing countries who lack access to modern energy and who need
to be lifted out of (energy) poverty [89, 98, 121].
The use of character differed among API and Exxon in that the API desig-
nated the Obama administration, its regulations, and the EPA as villains, or
rather, as culprits. Aside from the document involving a conspiracy plot, we
did not detect signs of malicious intentionality; rather, the regulations and de-
cisions of Obama’s administration and the EPA were perceived as well intended
yet executed in a negligent and/or misinformed manner [50, 51, 55, 56, 63].
This included Obama’s offshore oil and natural gas leasing program [e.g., 56,
61, 67], the EPA’s RFS [58, 77], and Obama’s rejection of the Keystone XL pipe-
line [e.g., 68]. In Exxon’s communication, again as a corollary to the dominant
story of control narrative, a villain was largely absent.
A recurring argument is that despite the administration’s and EPA’s mis-
matched regulations and decisions, America still managed to realize an “energy
renaissance” [50, 52, 62, 65, 69, 93, 94, 98, 117, 118, 125] and to evolve into a
“global energy super power” [29, 50, 52, 76]. While not always explicit, Exxon
and the oil and gas industry are the heroes that enabled this transformation
[e.g., 51, 52, 65, 78, 100, 115].
In this regard, the industry’s characterization of the climate change prob-
lem is notable. The API hardly ever mentioned “climate change” explicitly. In-
stead, most communication referred to “emission reductions” [e.g., 21, 23, 38,
40, 65] or to “the environment” and “environmental progress” [e.g., 18, 35, 23].
Exxon, in turn, employed a strategy of issue expansion and uniformly referred to
the “dual challenge of minimizing greenhouse gas emissions while ensuring the
world has adequate access to affordable and reliable supplies of energy” [128;
see also 88, 91, 92, 96, 97, 11, 114, 115, 123–127, 130]. ExxonMobil portrayed
the latter part of that dual challenge almost as an inescapable fate of humanity.
Still, thanks to “abundant low-carbon resources such as natural gas” [131],
ExxonMobil and the natural gas industry, as the heroes of the story, have every-
thing under control. ExxonMobil portrayed itself as an organization driven by a
“scientific and engineering mindset” [100] that is at the forefront of providing
“solutions to environmental and climate-related challenges” [115].
The adoption of the Paris Agreement in November 2015 reinforced the
narrative strategy of the oil and gas industry. The plot choice of story of control
became even more dominant. The industry highlighted that the United States
was leading the world’s emission reductions and was well on its way to achiev-
ing the Paris Agreement emission reduction targets [29, 70, 71, 73, 75].
The election of Donald Trump changed little with respect to the use of
narrative elements. Exxon did not at all comment on the election of Donald
Trump and his climate and energy policy stance, not even as Rex Tillerson,
Exxon’s longtime chairman and chief executive officer, was nominated to be
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the administration’s first secretary of state. API was more appreciative of the
election of Trump and EPA chief administrator Scott Pruitt [17, 18, 19, 41,
42, 48], who were portrayed as heroes even though the industry had already
had “everything” under control for a long time. Yet, there is not nearly the same
level of glorification of the administration compared to the communications of
the coal trade associations.
Perhaps the most peculiar finding of our analysis is the oil and gas indus-
try’s reaction to President Trump’s announcement to withdraw the United States
from the Paris Agreement: there was no reaction! In March 2017, Exxon had still
urged the Trump administration to continue to support the Paris Agreement in a
letter sent to the White House [131]. But after the announcement, in the Rose
Garden of the White House, both Exxon and the API remained conspicuously
silent.4
To summarize, according to the API and Exxon, the oil and gas industry
has played a central role in the energy renaissance, transforming the United
States into a global energy superpower. More specifically, market-driven solu-
tions provided by the natural gas industry were portrayed as essential to ensur-
ing economic growth, job creation, and affordable and reliable energy supply,
while at the same time reducing greenhouse gas emissions. The message is clear:
the oil and gas industry has everything under control.
Discussion
We discuss our results in relation to three distinct dimensions of analysis. First,
we discuss commonalities and differences among the two industries in the light
of the ongoing political discussions on the national and international levels.
Second, we discuss the influence that the Paris Agreement and President
Trump’s announcement to withdraw the United States from it have had on
the two industries and to what extent that has led to a shift in the use of nar-
rative strategies. Finally, we discuss what we can generalize from our chosen case
with respect to the effectiveness of the guidance and signal provided by the Paris
Agreement and its resilience toward domestic policy reversal.
One could suspect that the narratives of the coal industry, on one hand,
and of the oil and gas industry, on the other, may be similar. Our analysis, how-
ever, reveals more differences than commonalities (also see Downie 2017). One
key difference regards the character of the villain. The coal trade associations
clearly portray the Obama administration and the EPA as malicious villains that
intentionally stifled the coal industry. Meanwhile, the oil and gas industry ac-
knowledges the Obama administration’s general intention to address climate
4. Just one day before President Trump’s announcement, 62 percent of ExxonMobil’s share-
holders, including the company’s largest investors, voted to request the company to report
regularly on the impacts of climate change policies on their business, against the recommen-
dation of the Exxon management. The company did not issue a public statement in response
to this vote.
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change. In the API’s communication, the Obama administration and the EPA
are portrayed in a much less hostile way. The EPA is not a villain but rather a
culprit. The “crime” is not an attack against the industry but negligence and/or
flawed execution. As expected, the analyzed companies, both Exxon and
Peabody, do not use the same explicit political language as their respective trade
associations, which are, of course, much more evidently political organizations.
Consequently, Exxon’s and Peabody’s characterizations of villains are more
subtle.
A second key difference is the shift in the use of narrative elements by the
coal industry. The election of Donald Trump makes for a convenient plot twist
that almost naturally fits into the existing storyline of the coal industry (also see
Downie 2017). Effectively, Trump and Pruitt are portrayed as the saviors of coal
industry and yield the promise of resolution of the story and a happy end for
the coal industry. Yet, although the election of Donald Trump may have re-
solved the struggle of the coal industry in narrative terms, there is little that
points to its resurrection in reality. At best, Trump provided very short-lived
relief for the industry. Today, the industry is continuing to decline, and at a
similar pace as before (Eckhouse and Loh 2017).
Meanwhile, the oil and gas industry is fairly consistent in its use of narra-
tive elements. The industry portrays itself as a key solution to the climate prob-
lem. And in fact, at least in the short term, the industry has contributed
significantly to the drop in US CO2 emissions in recent years, although the con-
tribution may be smaller than what the US gas industry may want to take credit
for (Mohlin et al. 2018). Correspondingly, as the industry’s exposure to imme-
diate policy risks is comparatively lower, it was perhaps easier for the oil and gas
industry to choose more constructive narratives. What is more, Bach (2019, 88)
attests that some oil and gas companies have begun “to consider the very real
possibility that oil and gas will no longer play a central role in our energy sys-
tems and … they could become locked out of a low-carbon future.” To avoid
this, they are actively seeking opportunities in new business models, develop-
ment of new technologies, and optimization of processes (Bach 2019).
Consequently, the adoption of the Paris Agreement only seems to have
reinforced the dominant story of control plot. Surprisingly, not even the elec-
tion of Donald Trump and his announcement to withdraw from the Paris Agree-
ment have had a fundamental impact on the industry’s narrative strategy.
Trump’s policy reversal challenges the narrative of the oil and gas industry: it
is incompatible with the industry’s own storyline. After the Paris Agreement,
the oil and gas industry missed no occasion to assert that with their help the
climate change problem is or will be under control. Trump’s policy reversal un-
dermines this narrative. It suggests that there is nothing to be controlled, and
consequently no role for the industry in doing the controlling. This interpreta-
tion is supported by the fact that neither the API nor Exxon applauded or in any
way commented on Trump’s announcement of US withdrawal from the Paris
Agreement.
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This brings us to the second question: what is the influence of the Paris
Agreement on the two industries, and to what extent did its adoption influence
their communication? The adoption of the Paris Agreement did not have a ma-
jor influence on the coal industry’s narrative strategy. This is not surprising, as
the agreement’s implicit narrative is fundamentally at odds with the coal indus-
try’s narratives. Finding a convincing and constructive role for the coal industry
within the new paradigm seems to be a lost cause. The oil and gas industry, in
turn, had already embraced a narrative strategy5 that was aligned, or at least not
completely irreconcilable, with the Paris Agreement and its narrative paradigm.
The Paris Agreement seems to have reinforced the industry’s narrative strategy
even further. The “conspicuous silence” of the industry after President Trump’s
announcement is perhaps the most peculiar finding of our analysis. This (non)
reaction, as well as the continued use of a story of control plot, serves as evi-
dence for a surprisingly high degree of resilience in terms of narrative strategy.
Finally, what can we generalize from the analyzed case? While generaliza-
tions building on individual cases are always difficult, there are some exceptions
to that rule (Flyvbjerg 2006). One such exception is whenever the selected case
is “critical” in the sense that it “permits logical deductions of the type, ‘if this is
(not) valid for this case, then it applies to all (no) cases’” (Flyvbjerg 2006).
The case of the US fossil fuel industry is in several ways such a critical case.
First is that practices of the fossil fuel industry and particularly the coal industry
are called into question by the Paris Agreement like no other sector. Given this
extreme exposure, it is fair to say that what we observe in the fossil fuel sector is
very likely also to hold for less exposed sectors. To illustrate, if President
Trump’s policy reversal does not affect the oil and gas industry and its future
expectations as expressed in its public communications, it is likely that the same
effect will apply to less exposed sectors.
Second, the US case is critical in the sense that the Paris Agreement was to
a great extent designed to accommodate the special circumstances of the US po-
litical system (Obergassel et al. 2015, 2016). Yet the Unites States is the only
country that so publicly and completely reversed its climate policy after the Paris
Agreement has entered into force. So if we observe that the oil and gas industry’s
communicative alignment with the paradigm institutionalized by the Paris
Agreement is resilient to President Trump’s announcement to withdraw from
the Paris Agreement, it is very likely that the Paris paradigm is also robust
against lesser political variations.
Our methodology focuses on the (strategic) use of communication. This
focus does, of course, not allow us to make any inferences as to the meaning of
changes in the use of narratives for day-to-day decision-making in the industries
and whether that affects investment practices, which will ultimately decide
5. As of 2009, ExxonMobil has publicly acknowledged the existence of anthropogenic climate
change and advocated for a revenue-neutral carbon tax. At the same time, however, Exxon
has publicly opposed any practical attempts to introduce specific climate change legislation
in the United States (Schwartz 2017).
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whether we can meet well below the 2 degree Celsius objective of the Paris
Agreement. However, as Göpel (2016) argues a “mindshift” is an essential
prerequisite for a fundamental transformation of actual practices. In that sense,
our research suggests that indeed, international governance supports such a
mindshift.
Conclusions
In the past few years, a narrative struggle evolved with regard to the US fossil
fuel industry, with two major political events underlying it: the adoption of the
Paris Agreement and the election of Donald Trump as the forty-fifth president of
the United States. When comparing the strategic uses of narrative of the coal
industry and the oil and gas industry, the results show that there are significant
differences between them. However, for the coal industry, Obama’s administra-
tion is a clear villain intentionally stifling the industry, the oil and gas industry
acknowledges the general intentions of the Obama administration, though it
finds the execution to be negligent or flawed.
We conclude that the dramatic policy reversal epitomized by President
Trump’s announcement to withdraw the United States from the Paris Agreement
has resonated differently and did not (fully) undermine the paradigm institu-
tionalized by the Paris Agreement. While Trump’s election and his climate and
energy policy led to a major narrative shift in the coal industry, the oil and gas
industry has not reacted in the same way. The Paris Agreement has reinforced
the industry’s narrative strategy and the way in which it has portrayed itself as
part of the solution to control the climate issue. The industry’s “conspicuous
silence” after Trump’s policy reversal—the withdrawal—suggests that the Paris
paradigm is surprisingly resilient.
Our analysis supports the hypothesis that international governance pro-
vides guidance and signal that resonate with decision makers in the private sec-
tor. In metaphorical terms, the Paris Agreement has turned the rudder. However,
a ship does not turn in an instant. Before the tacking maneuver is complete, the
ship will face head winds and enter into a phase of uncertainty, with the sails
luffing and no propulsion. Our analysis shows that President Trump’s an-
nouncement to withdraw the United States from the Paris Agreement did not
reverse the maneuver. It rather represents some of the headwinds, admittedly
a strong gust, that are to be expected. It remains to be seen whether there is
enough momentum to complete the shift and gather way in a new direction.
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